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Source: Kantar Media Reaction 2023 - global ranking

Preference 2023 Consumer global ad equity ranking – all media channels Change in rank from 2022

Sponsored events (-)

Cinema ads (+1)

Out of home ads (+3)

Point of sale ads (-)

Digital out of home ads (-)

When it comes to adv, consumers have their own preferences
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Are too intrusive

15%

14%

22%

13%

19%

25%

21%

22%

22%

9%

27%

16%

18%

16%

9%

15%

16%

8%
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11%

8%
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TV ads

TV sponsorship

Ads in video streaming website

Cinema ads

TV product placement

Online video ads

TV streaming ads

Ads in music streaming services

Ads in online/mobile games

Radio ads

Online display ads

Ads in social media news feeds

Ads in podcasts

E-commerce

Digital OOH

Influencers branded content

Ads in social media stories

Magazines ads

Sponsored events

Newspaper ads

OOH

POS

Fonte:  Kantar Media Reactions 2022

Offline

Online

OOH advertising is a strategy that allows to avoid some 'pitfalls' of other media such as over-

exposure, intrusiveness, repetitiveness - consequently boredom - and the risk of exposing privacy

and personal data of the consumers
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Source: Kantar Media Reaction 2023 4



OOH is able to provide an effective contribution to brand reach 

Source: Kantar CrossMedia database - Europe 5



OOH is particularly effective on upper funnel, but also able to contribute 

across the funnel

Source: Kantar CrossMedia database - Europe 6



OOH is able to improve call-to-action too, when working in synergy with TV 

and POS

Source: Kantar CrossMedia database - Europe

OOH effectiveness relies on media synergies (38% of total impact generated by integration with other media).
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However, Italy is still behind global contribution wise and…

Source: Kantar-UPA Program DB, December 2023 – Pilot phase 8



… too much focus on short term ROI wise

Source: Kantar-UPA Program DB, December 2023 – Pilot phase 9



OOH is out of marketers radar, unless digital

Preference Global consumers

YOY

consumers Marketers

YOY 

marketers

Sponsored events (-) Online video ads (-)

Cinema ads (+1) Sponsored events (-)

Out of home ads (+3) Digital out of home ads (+2)

Point of sale ads (-) Video streaming ads (+2)

Digital out of home ads (-) Social media story ads (+2)
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Source: Kantar Media Reaction 2023 - global ranking 10



Campaigns impact is equally driven by creative quality and media planning

Source: Kantar Media Reaction 2023 - global ranking

Media 

Effectiveness

51%

Creative quality

49%
Drivers of Campaign 

Impact
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Challenges

OOH is a potential media, able to generate a 

positive ROI, but a its equity among marketers 

needs a review and a boost. 

• Prioritizing Creativity, of both adv execution and 

media formats

• Having a role into the Brand Story

• Integrating with other media, esp TV and Digital

• Seeking short-term AND long-term brand results
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